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“ONE FOR ONE, ADOPT A SCHOOL”

Since 1990 Chatteris has been working to empower Hong Kong students, particularly those from 
less privileged backgrounds, through quality English language education. We do this by placing 
an international team of enthusiastic recent graduates in local schools as Chatteris Native-speaking 
English Tutors (CNETs). Our tutors use their own ideas, skills, and cultural backgrounds to 
create lessons and activities which motivate students to use English in practical, rewarding ways.

WHY DO LESS PRIVILEGED STUDENTS NEED YOUR SUPPORT?

In Hong Kong, confident and proficient English speakers are unlocking opportunities in both
work and education. Students from less privileged backgrounds are often excluded from these 
benefits as they are consistently outperformed in English by their better-resourced peers. For this 
reason, we created “One for One, Adopt a School” to bring together schools, donors, and 
NGOs to empower these students to access better, brighter futures.

WHAT IS THE “ONE FOR ONE, ADOPT A SCHOOL” MODEL?

A SCHOOL WITH A HIGH INTAKE 
OF LESS PRIVILEGED STUDENTS 

FUNDS AN ENGLISH TUTOR

Our tutors work closely with local staff to
deliver engaging lessons and class
activities which complement the

school curriculum.

A GENEROUS DONOR
FUNDS A SECOND 

ENGLISH TUTOR

Beyond the classroom, whether a tutor 
teaches South African gumboot dancing in 

assembly, gives guitar lessons, or plays 
basketball with students after school, English 

becomes an essential communicative tool 
which students are motivated to use.
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ENGLISH BECOMES A PART OF STUDENTS’ DAILY LIVES



ONE FOR ONE IS GREATER THAN
TWO: HOW DONORS DIRECTLY
BENEFIT THEIR ADOPTED SCHOOLS

When a donor adopts a school they have
numerous opportunities to connect directly
with their students and improve their
English proficiency. These collaborations
are flexible and rewarding to both parties,
drawing upon the skills and interests of
donors to help students foster cultural
awareness, business understanding, and
experience of professional environments.
From visits ,  to mentorships,  to office
programmes, “One for One, Adopt a School”
creates shared value as donors contribute
direct ly  to the development of  their
adopted students.
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CHATTERIS BEYOND SCHOOLS
Chatteris creates additional activities for students from less privileged backgrounds to develop 
cultural awareness, leadership, English-speaking proficiency, and confidence. Each year we lead 
hikes, visits to Royal Geographical Society Hong Kong lectures, and summer camps. Donors are 
welcome to join these activities to interact with their students in an informal environment and to 
see the programme in action.

JOIN “ONE FOR ONE, ADOPT A SCHOOL”
We are looking for sponsors to work with us to extend these benefits to even more less privileged 
students in Hong Kong. If you or your organisation would be interested in finding out more about 
“One for One, Adopt a School” please email community@chatteris.org.hk, or visit our website 
and social media channels. We are deeply grateful to all our 
current donors for their support:


